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ON GENERAL EULERIAN INTEGRAL FORMULAS AND FRACTIONAL

INTEGRATION

K. C. GUPTA, S. P. GOYAL AND R. K. LADDHA

Abstract. In the present work, we evaluate a unified Eulerian type integral whose integrand
involves the product of a polynomial system and the multivariable H-function having general
arguments. Our integral formula encompasses a very large number of integrals and provides
interesting unifieation and extensions of several known (e.g., [1], [3], [4], [5], [9], [11], etc.) and
new results. Since the integral has been given in a compact form free from infinite series, it is
likely to prove useful in applications. Three special cases of the main integral (which are also
sufficiently general in nature and are of interest in themselves) have also been given. Finally,
the main integral formula has been expressed as a fractional integral operator to make it more
useful in applications.

1. Introduction

Recently, a number of research workers such as Raina and Srivastava (3], Saxena
and Nishimoto (5], Srivastava and Hussain (9], Srivastava and Singh (11], Srivastava
and Garg (7], Gupta and Soni (l], Saigo and Raina [4], and others, have established a
number of Eulerian integrals involving H-functions of one and more variables. Also, by
setting b = x, each of the Eulerian integrals (considered in the aforementioned works)
can easily be rewritten as a fractional integral formula involving the familiar (fractional
differ-integral operator aD~(defined by (4.1)).
In an attempt to unify the aforementioned results a~d several other results, we evalu

ate general Eulerian integral formula involving a product of a general class of polynomials
and multivariable H-function with general arguments. This integral, besides being of very
general character has been put in a compact form avoiding the occurrance of infinite se
ries and thus making it useful in applications. Also this formula is then rewritten as a
fractional integral formula involving the operator aD;/3.
The multivariablc I-I-function occurring in this paper has been defined by Srivastava

and and Panda (10, p271, Eq. (4.1)]. We shall use the following contracted notation (see
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also [8, p. 251, Eq. (C.l)]:

Zl

…

ZT
|.'J

H[z1, ... ,zr]=H O,N: M1,N丘 . . . ;Mr,Nr
P, Q : P1, Q1 j· · ·; Pr, Qr

(1.1)(aj; A5, , A尸）l,P: (呤 鷗）1,P1; ;(cY),E尸）1,Pr
崮Bj, ,B尸）1,Q : (dj, Dj)1,Q,; ; {dj"), D尸）1,Q,]

to denote the H-function of r complex variables z1, ... , Zr. Here all the Greek latters are
assumed to be positive real numbers for standardisation purposes; the definition of the
multivariable H-function will however, meaningful even if some of these quantities are
zero.
The defining integral of this function, its various special cases and other details can be

found in the aforementioned references. It is known that multiple Mellin-Barnes contour
integral corresponding to multivariable H-function (1.1) converges absolutely under the
following conditions
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It is assumed throughout the present work that this function always satisfies the
appropriate existence and convergence conditions given above.
Srivastava [6, p.l, Eq. (1)] has also introduced the following general class of polyno

mials:
[n/m]
芷 ~ k! An,kXk,
k=O

(1.4)n = 0, I, 2, ...s;;i[x] =

where m is arbitrary positive integer and the coefficients An,k (n, k 2:: 0) are arbitrary
constants, real or complex. On specializing these coefficients, the polynomials system
(1.4) can be reduced to several classes of classical orthogonal polynomials and generalized
hypergeometric polynomials (for details, see Srivastava and Singh (11)).

2. Eulerian Integral Formula

「(t - a)0一 1 (b 一 i)P-1 IT{(U,t + v.r}
a i=ln 忭巧比(t - a)"[·> (b 一 t)"j·> IT{(U,t + V;尸 ｝］｝
u=l i=l
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且{r(-e,)r(-K, + e,) [~;, .';問]"}de, •. ,des (2.4)

amd

立 {(U,t +:)K'= i立/b~,c~i『·}·(~ )亡S丨~s+, 丨巨
」t {r(-0,)I'(-K, 十 O,)[ -~~~:問]°'}dos+i, ... , dOT (2.5)

Next, in t_he resulting expression so obtained, we interchange the order of integration
and summation and the order of r + T contour integrals and the t-integral which is
permissible under the conditions stated. Now, evaluating the innermost t-integral with
the help of the slightly variant form of the well-known Beta integral, and re-interpreting
the multiple Mellin-Barnes contour integral in terms of the H-function of r + T variables,
we easily arrive at the desired result (2.1).

3. Special cases

Our main integral (2.1) is unified in nature and possesses manifold generalty. It
acts as a key formula. Thus the multivariable H-function occurring in this integral can
be suitably specialized to a remarkably wide variety of special functions (or product of
several such functions) which are expressible in terms of E,G and H-function of one or
more variables. For example, if N = P = Q = 0, the multivariable H-function occurring
in the left hand side of the integral (2.1) would reduce immediately to the product
of r different Fox's H-functions. Again, by suitiably specializing the coefficients An,k,
the general class of polynomials can be reduced to a large number of orthogonal and
hypergeometric polynomials. Thus using the tables listing various special cases of the
H-function (8, p. 18-19} and general class of polynomials [11, p. 158-161), one can easily
obtain from (2.1), a number of other integrals involving these simpler special functions
and polynomials. We record below some of the special cases of (2.1) which are new and
of interest in themselves:

(i) On taking T = 2 in (2.1) , we get the following interesting and relatively simpler
integral formula

「(t - a)°'-1 (b - t)护1(Ut + Vt(yt + z)1'
pII { s:;:,.. [eu(t 一 atiu> (b - tt~u> (Ut + V)µ<u> (yt + z严｝
u=l

H[w1 (t - a)6~(b - t)6; (Ut + V)-p'(yt + z)-11', ... ,
Wr(t - :a)6t) (b - t)0t> (Ut + V)_P(r) (yt + z)_T/(r)] dt
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T

·H[w1(t - a严 (b-茫/II { (Uit +'1i)-p;'}, ...'
i=l

Wr(t - a)8ir) (b - t)8~r) IT {(Uit + Yi) 一Pt)}] dt
i=l

(ni/mi] 园/mp] P

＝ 芝 芷 II {二言上麈),k,..心｝
柘=0 柘=0 u=l

II { (aUi + Yiti+I;µj"> ku} II {(bUi + Yi)lli+I;µ)") ku}
i=l i=S+l

0 N+T+2 : M1,N丘 . . ;Mr,Nr;M*,N*
·(b - a) a+/3十2囯u)+a护）ku-1. H ,

P+T+2,Q+T+l: P1,Q丘 . . . ;Pr,Qr;P*,Q*

F1

Fr
h

A* : (c5,鷗）1,Pi; ... ;(ct),E尸）l,Pr; 一 ；．．．；一
(2.1)

[5 I B* : (dj, D趴 ，Qi ; ... ; (dt)'D尸）1,Qr; (0, 1);,,,; (0, 1)
Gs+1

Gy
where the remaining parameters of the multivariable H-function occurring on left hand
side of (2.1) are precisely same as those given on left hand side of (1.1)
Also in (2.1) the integers S and T satisfy the inequality O~S~T;

Fj = Wj(b - a)8~i)+D~i) fl辶 {(aUi + Vi)-e\n} fli=哥 i {(bUi + Vi)-e\n} (2.2)

r. = (b - a)U計 (aU• + V•), G, = -(b - a)U计 (bU1 十 竹） ｝
(j = 1, ... , r; k = I: ... , S; l = S + 1, ... , T),

A*= (1 十 V1 十 1:µiµ) ku; 屑，. . . ,P尸，1, 0, ... , 0), ... ,
丶

T-1

(1. 十 VT+ I;µ~) ku; p'y, ·, ·, p焊 ，0, ... , 0, 1),
丶

T-1

(1- Q - 江u)ku;O~, ... ,犀 ，1, ... , 1,0, ... ,0),、 、S T-S

(1 - /3 - 已u)ku; 的 ，．．．，頲 ，0, ... ,0,1, ... ,l),、-.;----"、
S T-S

(ai; AJ, ... , At), 0, ... , O)i,P
丶T
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B* = ( 朽 ，B1, ... ,B尸 ，0,.
丶
.. ,O)i,Q'
T

(1 + vi 十芷 µ~u)梠，p~, ... ,P尸，0,丶, 0)1,T,
T

(1 - a 一 {3 - 芷 （吋u) 十亭 ）ku; 0~+ 的 ， 犀勺r),1, ... ,1)
丶

1'

and
1, O; ... ; 1, 0

，
0, l; ... ; 0, 1

M*,N*

P*,Q*

(where the total number of parameters of the t 1 0ype
0, 1 is T).

Again the letter occurring below the bracket
丶at any place on the right hand side

of (2.1) indicates the number of zeros/ones covered by the bracket. Thus O, ... , O would

、----Tmean T zeros and so on.
Also~ 三 2pu=l
The cond1t10ns of validity for (2.1) are

(i) 霑 ~{立 剧 ，p尸，6尸 亭 ，µ尸} 2: 0 (j = I, ... ,r;u = I, ... ,p) (not all zero
simultaneously)
Re(o:) > 0, Re(/3) > 0, Re(vi) > 0 (i = 1, ... , T)
Re(a + L~=I ufu) ku 十瓦＼ 叭 ，）> 0,
Re(/3 + L~=l O"~u) ku + I:;=l叭j) > 0, (ku = 0, I, ... ,比/mu))
霜~Mi [Re(d~i) /D門J , (j = 1, ... , r)

(ii)
(iii)

where <;"j =

Proof. To establish the integral formula (2.1), we first expand each polynomial set
occurring in its L.H.S. by using (1.4) and replace t_he multivariable H-function by its
Mellin-Barnes contour integral (8,p.251]. In the expression thus obtained we write

(2.3)
T S TII (Uit + Vi汗 =II { (Uit + 17i)K; (Uit + Vi汗｝
t=l

} II {
i=l i=S+l

p

(Ki = vi 十芷 µ鬥u)ku - 芝Pij)島）
u=l j=l

and express the above factors in terms of Mellin-Barnes contour integral with the help
of a known results. (8, p.18, Eq. (2.6.4); p. 10, Eq. (2.6.1)], and obtain

S
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匝/mp] PL IT { (-n;Ju~uku麈＼心｝
梠=0 u=l

[n1/mi]

芷
柘=0

160

(aU + vt+Eµ(u)ku (by+ z)社Ec:(u)ku (b- a)°'+/3十I: (u~u) +u;u))k,, -1
0 N + 4 : M1, N1; ...H'

; Mr, Nr; 1, O; 1, 0
P + 4, Q + 3 : P1 , Q1; ... ; Pr, Qr; 0, 1; 0, 1

Ai: (呤 鷗）1,Pi; ... ; (ct\ E尸）l,Pr; -;-
(3.1)

Bi : (dJ, D'1,Q1; ... ; (dt\ D尸）l,Qr j (0, 1); (0, 1)

四
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四
X

Y

(b-a)U
au+v'l, ... ,r), X(j)

where F!，
= Wj(b - 詔n+6~n (aU + V)_p<n (by + z尸 (j =

Y=- (b-a)y
by+z'

Ar= (1 + v + 1:µ位）ku; p', , p(r), l, 0), (1 + 1 + Ec(u) ku; 7]1, ... ,'T}(r), 0, 1),

(1-a-黝iu)ku;fJ~, ,fJ尸，1,0),(1-/3- 泣 困 ，的， ，犀 ，0, 1),

(ai; Aj, , At), 0, O)i,P

B; = (bj; Bj, , BY), 0, O)i,Q, (1 十 v+Eµ伍）ku;P', ... ,p<r>;o,O),

(1 + c + Ec(u) ku; TJ1, ... ,'T}(r), 0, 0),

(1 - a - /3 - E(aiu) 十CY~u))ku; fJ~+ 的, . . , bir) 十犀 ，1,1)

The conditions of validity of (3.1) are easily obtainable from those given with the mai.:
integral (2.1).
Further, if we put nu= 0 (u = 1, ... ,p) for which all polynomials will reduce to unity

and 副 ＝剜 = O (j = 1, ... , r) in (3.1), we arrive at the result which is in essence
same as obtained recently by Srivastava and Hussain [9, p.79, Eq. (2.5)], which in turn
reduces to the several other known results.

(ii) If we set T = l, p = 2, a = 0, U = l in (2.1), we get the known result due to
Gupta and Soni, [1, p.51, Eq. (2.2) fort= 1], which further includes many other known
results.
(iii) Further, taking T = l, N = P = Q = 0 and r = l in (2.1), we get the following

interesting integral formula involving Fox'-s H-function:

丨
p

b (t - a)a-l(b - t)护1(Ut + Vt IT {S亡 [e出- atiu) (b~硏u) (Ut + V)µ(u)]}
a u=l

-H M,N [
P,Q

w(t-砸 (b-t户 (Ut + V) 一p I (C;,E,h,P l dt
(dj,Dj)i,Q
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[ni/祠 匝/mp) p
＝芷 · 芷 I1 { (-n~~Tuka A~~,ku心｝

柘=O kp=O u=I
·(aU + vt+Eµ(u)ku (b - a)et+fJ+E{uiu>+u护 ）ku-1

·H 0,2:M,N+l ;1,0 [w(b-a)''+''(aU+V尸 {l+v+I:µ(•)ku: p, 1),
2, 1 : P + l, Q + l; 0, 1 (b-a)U(aU+V尸 (l-a-{3-~(aiu) +a~u))ku;

{1-a-鬪 困，0,,1),(1-,a-這 困，62), (c;,尼）l,p;- l
61 + (另 ，1) : (dj,Dj)i,Q, (1 + v +~µ位）ku, p) j (0, 1)

(3.2)

M,Nwhere H w] stands for the Fox's H-function (see, e.g., (8, p. 10]) and the functionP,Q ［

of occurring on the right-hand side is the H-function of two variables (for details, see,
e.g., [8, p. 83].
The conditions of validity of (3.2) are easily obtainable from those given with the

main integral (2.1).
Further, on putting 61 = 62 = 0 and nu = 0 (u = l, ... ,p) in (3.2), we arrive at a

known result due to Saxena and Nishimoto [5, p. 69, Eq. (4.1)].
(iv) Next, on reducing the H-function occurring in the left-hand side of (3.2) to unity,

we get the following interesting result after a little simplification

「(t - a)a-l (b - tl一 1(Ut + Vt IT {S亡比(t - atiu> (b - tt~u> (Ut + Vtcu>]}dt
a u=l

(ni/mi] 匝/mp] p
＝芷 芝 II {(- 四）muku A~~,ku心｝

柘 =0 梠=O u=l k』
·(aU + vt+1::µ<u> ku (b - a)a+/3十 :E(u~u) +<T护 ）ku-1

·B(a +~吋u) ku, (3 +~產＼）

2F1 [" + E<Tl"困 ，-v-鄒u)ku . -三
" + /3 + E("l•l 十緡 ）ku ' aU+v l (3.3)

Further, setting v = 瑱 - {J, U = .,\ -µ, V = (l +µ)b - (1 + .,\)a and J..l(u) = 0,
(J'l
囯 = 1, CJiu) = -1 (u = 1, ... ,p) in (3.3), we arrive at the result recently obtained by
Saigo and Raina [4, Eq. (2.1)]. Finally, taking T = 0, and p = l with 吋 = 0, 吐 = 1
in (2.1), we arrive at the integral formula evaluated earlier by Srivastava and Singh [11,
p. 166 Eq. (2.2)]. Another result by Srivastava and Garg [7, p. 688, Eq. (2.1)] is also
contained in (2.1) as a special case.
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4. Application

We can express our Eulerian integral formula as a fractional integral formula involving
the operator aD严 (see 圍）defined by

図{f(x)} = 1 「(x - t)-v-l f(t)dt (a E R, Re(v) < 0)
r(-v) a

dm
= dxm aD~-m{f(x)} (0~Re(v) < m, m EN), (4.1)

provided that the integral exists.
In fact, when a = 0, the operator D~=o D~corresponds to the classical Riemann

Liouville derivative (or integral) of order v (or -v). Morever, when a-+ oo, the equation
(4.1) may be indentified with the definition of the familiar Weyl fractional derivative (or
integral) of order v (or-v)
Now, for b = x and <Jiu) =犀 =0, 副 ＝剧 = 0 (u = 1, ... , p; j = 1, ... , r), each

of the Eulerian integral formula (2.1), (3.1) (3.2) and (3.3) can be written easily as a
fractional integral formula involving the operator aD;/3. Thus, for example, our integral
formula (2.1) yields the following result which is valid under the conditions stated already
(with, of course, b = x) with (2.1):

P T

aD言(x - a)a-1立 {(U,x + v;n II {s亡 [eu IT { (U,x + v;)•i"'}J}
u=l i=l

T T

H[w1 IT { (Uix + Vi严 },, . . ,Wr IT {(Uix + Vi) 一pjrl}]
i=l t=l

1 [ni/祠 匝/mp] p

＝閂 芷 芷 II { (-n;~严 麈＼諲 ｝
柘=O k =O u=lp

S TIT {(aUi + Vi)正Eµju>勺 IT {(xUi+Vit汁Eµju)k卟 (x - a)°'+f3-I
i=l i=S+l

F{'

-HO,N+T+2 : M1,N1;···;Mr,nr;M*,N*
p + T + 2,Q + T + l: P1,Q1; .. ·;Pr,Qr;P*,Q*

F『 I A** : ...
Ii

(4.2)
Is I B** : · · ·
Gs+I

Gr

where the remaining parameters of the multivariable H-function are same 邸 those men-
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tioned with (2.1). Also

S T

崆=Wj fI{(aUi + Yi)-_e\i>} IT {(xUi + Yi)-e\il} and
i=l i=S+l

h(k = 1, ... , S), G1(l = S + 1, ... , T) are given by (2.2) with b = x.
Again

A** = (1 + V1 +~µiµ) ku; 屑，. . ,p尸，1, 0, ... , 0), ... ,
丶T-1

(1 + V1'+~µ~u) ku; p~, ... , p~), 0, ... , 0, 1),
丶T-1

(1 - a - 0, ... , 0, 1, ... , 1, 0, ... , 0), (1 - {3; 0, ... , 0, 1, ... , 1),
、 、一一、一一，丶 丶 丶r S T-S r+S T-S

(ai; AJ, ... , At), 0, ... , 0)
丶 1,P

T

B** = (bj; Bj, BY), 0, ... , O)i,Q, (1 +Vi+~µ~u) ku; p:, ... , p~r), 0, ...
丶

, Oh,T,
丶

T T

(1 - a - /3; 0, ... , 0, 1, ... , 1)
、 、r T
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